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I An e~perientaA investigation was made of the modulaticoi of an

Saouastic staixing-wave field due to trapped, cavitation-induced bubbles.

Maximun acoustic pressures generated are on the ozder of 0.1 bar. ItI is verified that hbeles driven below resonance are trapped just abov-a

pressure artinodes of the st ling-muve field; bubbles driven above reso-

nane, just above nodes. M&xinmn zmr4lation percentages of the standing-

wave field by but1e scattering are. found to be- in the neighborhood of up

to 12%. ?diulatic noise spectrum levels are recorded and are found to

d•exease from 2.5 Hz to 100 Hz with slopes ranging frcm -3.2 to -5.4 diB/

octavu. less than 1% of the acdulaticn noise energy lies in the region

&eo,-e 100 Hz.
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7bis paper omncerns the effects of cavitation-incmd bubbles in aipli-

tude modulating a medium intensity (from about 0.02 bar (zms) to about 0.15

bar (nrs)) standing wave field. 7he bubbles, after generation, are trapped

at the nodes or anti-nodes of an acoustic standing wave field, and at suffi-

ciently high driving levels dance around. acaze all of the bubbles gene-

rated are grouped fairly closely in size around that value whsich would be

resonant at the exciting field frequency, they act as good sound scatterers.

7he constant generation, gr7*th in size, dancing about and eventual escape

of the trapped bubbles causes the scattered acoustic energy to modulate

ralkbmly the ecciting carrier signal. The purpose of this research was to

neasmme the frequenry spectra for this randum modulation sicmal.

Peliminary to develcp•ent of these spectra, hcuevr, it was necessary

to investigate tem nature of the standing wave field, %hich led directly

into nother interesting a-d as yet little explored area, namely, the nature

of indivi&,a babble notion or dynmnics. It was felt that a description

(largely qualitative due to egaipment and time liimitations) of individual

and aggregate bubble behavior w•aild be useful, both as an area for stLdy in

itself and as providing a gssible clLe to the nature of the observed sound

spectra-

7hus, the inL-estigation resolved itself into three broad areas, nmely, j

the nature of the a-tanding uave field, the developrment of the scattered

noise modulation spectra, and the nature and characteristics of bubble motion

within the field.
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Althog quite a bit of research had been con'Icted on cavitation

bubles and camitatim noise, the above areas have been relatively

uWeplC ..ed, Di sa early observatioms, Boyle (Ref. 1) and Hpwxood

(ief. 2) d1--stratmed that bubbles tend to collect at the pressure nodes

of r vertical standing wave pattern. Sumwhat later, Blake (Ref. 3)

shwd that butbles would also collect at pressure anti-nodal positimns,

provided that the resnance fretancy of tie bubble is greater thAn that

of the applied sound field. El -ei (r1ef. 4) provided a theoretical

Se2)lanatiol for the trapping prc '3ss rnd calculated the miuza pressure

mtplitazie required to trap a bd ak~e. Strasberg and Benjamin (e.5)

observed that if the a•Pied fiE:Id ere strog enough, the trapped

bubbles would dance about errati:ally.
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ii This section contains a theoretical discussion of the standing wave -

fiel and of certaul aspects of bubble dynamics. A rigoros treatment

F~i •of the exceedingly caeplex rmdal structure withinm the tank and of the

S! ub erratic notions of the visible babbles under the influence of the

acoustic field is bean the scope of this paper. Therefore, the followin g

1) 'Th prsec of pressure release boundaries at all surfaces. ia

• is true at the water surface, but only appr odmately so at the sides and
•; •tt of the tank, utlich are of thin g~lass.

•}2) Perfect perpendicularity of thm tank sides, and that the water

• • surface is parallel to the tank bottan, neither of %f.ich is exa.-Uly true.

3) 7he rmn-existence of any discrete lines in the spectrum of the

noise modulatilon signal. In fac'L, none weere detected; hcuer, uvak

ft~juenqy omonns .my have been present.

7he following discussion follm.-s that in Morse (Ref. 6). Ile consider

a -rectangular tank masuring 60 aa by 35 in length and width respec-

tively, and filled to a depth of 17 an with water. A recagular coordinate

systemn is established as in Figure 1 below.

I6
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7he wave equation in rectangular ~odntes is

+ + ;2, (1)2

DX2  Oy2  ;Z2 C2 Zt 2

where x, y, and z are spatial coordinates, and p is acoustic pressure.

Solutions to Equatio n) are of the form,

= Pain(w + o )sin&u s + Cs)exp(-2d+ft) (2)Pv P)sin x ze

whr 1adO,ý and O are detennirsed byj the

bomndary conditions. If we assme that all boundaries are pressure

release, the 4's are all zero and ua have

P PaSfn )sin(- )sin(j ý)ex- (-2-.ift) (31
xc c z

i-e = i"-x 1,° = 1,-2,3.... Sim°ilarly, %,e hav J
C

Ea!hof texe myorlution 23srb_ 3 The• •urat, m , m ae relathed bylo•

0

Thu th a'lnghraaur. a-•< n xis m~s arerlltE•3 by geae
WoC TtX ,2 I2

0 0 .

Eac of thease s6olutions describes a free i-ibraticn vox!Q of the enclostro.r

Thus the wavelength nmasurced alng any axis must at all time,: 'v greater
C

than , as can he deaonstrated by substituting values for mn, m a m,x y
'17



and g the equivalent X X and Tv.e aikast f requency node

allowed in the tarY :-espends to the (Iii) nrde, where the triplet of

nu!ers repc•cant Wm respectively. Applying (4), we have the

result that this mode corresponds to a frequency of 4.18 FHz. Below

this fro-mray thee can exist. no standing wave structure in the tank.

I. diskcr..te ftequanc•es a this cutcff, resonant =odes can exist,

v, --Nuetxl being determsTed by the: triplet (irk rn) Thus the

;:Y z
t| hzý&. corre..-.. uug to the tripiets, (2111, (311), (121), (221), (321) ,

A%. , .gher im.es, the nmber of modes that can exist within a

give~i frequw..%. ban3d becmns; greetar and- greater. If ve treat thep x
w as cwqXonnts of a three dirrensicnal -eccor in frequency space it

can be shon that t~he mrtnr of vodes dNcantaine~d writhiin a frequency 1Fand

diE is given by
•} dN.= 4.tf2V15

hereV ~ xy zo is the voluae of water in the tank,

so that for our particular tank of water baing ensonified with a 30 Fhz

sinusoidal signal, we should have dN = 12 for a 6f of 100 Hiz. Thus,

within a 0.3% frequency spread around 30 ]y1z we shoui have a-it 12

possible modes of vibration.

The driving transducer forces vibrations in the tank, with the result

that W!i modes o! vibration can bp excited, but those xtcdes lying closest

to tme exciting frequency are more strongly excited th~u those further

from it. The relative aunmt of energy present in any node deperds upon

the Q of the systen, where Q is defined by

S= -(6)

f2 f3-
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Iwere f is the exciting frequency and

S j fl and f2 are the lower and upper frequencies, respectively, at which

tM acoustic pressure amplitude is down b, 3 dB. A system such as our

tank, with a relatively high Q (0 200-500), will have most of the

vibrational energy concentrated in only a few of the allowed modes

grouped around the excitin frequency. The lcwer the Q of the system,

on the other hand, the more evenly will the energy be distributed over

a larger nixrber of allowed modes.

B. BtM M DYW ICS

A bubble located in a standing wave acoustic field will mxperience

a net force from that field. This force is due to spatial pressure vari-

ations within the field. If bubble pulsation and ac-ustic pressure are -

out of phase, that is, if the bubble gr..s sialler as acoustic pressure

increases, then the bubble will tend to be driven toward a pressure

antinode. If the reverse condition holds, with bubble size and acoustic 4

pressure being in phase, the bubble will terd to be Criven toward a

pressure node. Thrse phenon-•a may be utilized to trap babbles at

relatively stat-.onary position-s in an acoustic standing wave field. It

can be shown (eIf. 7) that the minim. acousfic pressure anplitude at an

antimn e necessary to trap a bubble in a standing wave field in the z

direction is given by J

2 [(1-t2) 2+ d2 (-_x c (7P~ : -f (i-_•-)

OW 02 and is equal to 1.0 at- resonance,
3r, 0

R0 is the eqailibriun radius of the bubble,

d is a dainL term dependent on the contributions d-ie to heat

a-nduction, sound radiation, and viscosity,

9



n is a nxmber between 1.0 and 1.4, depending on %tether the bubble

oscillation process is essentially isothenral or adiabatic,

and p refers to the pressure anpiL.tude (Zero-to-Peak) at a pressure

antinode of the wave field.

In the above result, we have assumed that the wavelength in the z direction

has its smallest possible value, . en (7) gives us the minimxn pres-

sure at an anthizrde at which a bubble will be trapped in the acoustic field

against the force of buoyancy. Figures 2 and 3 give minimum trapping pres-

sure vs bubble size for sore typical frequencies. The significance of these

figures is to fix a rough minin.m= value of the pzrssure amlitudes at the

anti-modes in the system during the experiment. At a given frequency, the

acoustic pressure necessary to trap a bubble has inximzm values just above

and belo.w resonce, and increases aLs we move away from resonance in either

direction. Bubbles driven belc,: resonance will We trapped, relative to the

z axis, just above pressure zaxima, while bubbles driven above resonance

will be trapped just above pressure nodes. 4

Pagarding the trapping process, it is interesting to note that if a pure

modal state or cambination of nodal states could exist within the tank, there

could be no. trapping at frequencies higher than resonance, since modal posi-

tions wvithin the tank would be vertical and hori;ýctal intersecting planes,

and bubbles, once driven to a vertical plane, would experience no further

vertical acoustic force, and wu-ld escape. Ha..ever, due probably to the

absorbtion of acoustic energy at the walls and various perturbation effects,

such as te, presence of the transducers (th-e driving transducer measured about 41

3 cm in diameter and 4 cn in length), and non-parallelness of the baundaries,

_ I the theoretically predicted vertical nodal planes -were not d~etected in the

scrod field, about which more will be said later. Thus, bubbles could be

t above resonance. A
10
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III. * MU16hMIALPRCEMUIRE

The angent of equipment was oCmpletely stralightforward and is

illustrated in Figure 4. The sine wava frum the signal generator was

'm wplified and used t- drive a PZT-4 transducer. A va-,iable inductor was

connected in series to balance the capacitance of the transducer and

provide a mora effective irpedance ratch with that of the anplifier.

The acoustic signal -was received on a small 1/8" diameter cylindrical

probe hydrcpone, given 40 dB of a&mlification, passed through a 60 Hz

filter, then either viewed directly or passed through a rectifier and

detector and fed to a 1/3-oc=ave f-rquency analyzer. Late in the experi-

rent it was discovered that a significant amiunt of the carrier was be-ung

leaked through the detector, so mn additional low-pass filter, a Krcnh-Heit

active type, was installed after tle detector.

The transducers %=re installed in a stardard 15 gallon fishtank,

reasuring 60 x 35 x 30 cm in length, width, and height respectively, and

filled to a depth of 17 cm with water. The driver was cla'ed permanently

in one corner c.'" the tank and not touched through the ex-periment, vhile

the receiving transducer was n•~ted- on a sliding carriage that permitted

it to cover rost of the tank, at least horizontally, with facility.

S~A. YMESMI-O OF NOISE

7he receiving hydromhone was calibrated at the start of the xperimrent

by direct corpariscn with a calibrated laboratory standard. All pressure

SI amplitudes calculated during the course of the experirrent were figured

I directly from the results of this calibration. At the close of the ex.peri-

rent, the receiving hydroplone was recalibrated. The results of the tWO

13
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calibratlcns wre within 20%. Tn gural, the pressure easurements con-

tain the largest per-entage errors of anry of the quantities calculated

during the enpariment. Their accuracy (pressure anplitude measuraents)

is estimated at ± 20%.

A typical unfiltered signal, taken directly from the hydrojhone (after

40 dB of aW&lification) is illustrated in Figure 5. Our main interest

lay not in the carrier but ratevr in the irregular amplitude modulation

of the carrier.

After the removal of any 60 Hz comonent present, the signal was

passed through a detector, basically a lw;-pass filter and rectifier, with

a -3 dB point of about 1200 Hz. Mat rnamins is the arrplitude modulation

signal as pictured in Figure 6.

Very little could be conjectured about the frequency spectwmn of the

aiplitude modulation signal before it was analyzed, so it was fed into a

S119 wave analyzer, an instnent with a practical low frequency cutoff

of about 20 Hz. It was soon apparent that by far the greatest percentage

of the energy in the noise signal ".ry helow that frequency. Therefore,

the GR 119 was replaced with a GR 1564 octave band analyzer, uhich has a

low-frequency cutoff of 2.5 Hz, and the noise measurements %--ere made on

that. As opposed to the GR 119, uhich had a constant width gate (3,10 or

50 Hz), the GR 1564 was capable of operating in a 1/10 or 1/3 octave mode

the latter mode was used in the experinennt. 1•,aver, the GR 119 was used

during several runs (using the 3 Hz gate) to search for discrete couponents

in the noise signal.

The 1/3 octave band level readings obtaired •ere corrected to spectrum

level using the conversion:

SPD=R,1 ILVEL (dB) WlAID LEEV1 (dB) - 10 log Af

15g
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where Af is -he f:.vquency spread of the band in quest.-nc. Spectnmu level ,

is then the average anlmmt of energy per hertz Landwidth that one measures

in any band. The GR handbook has a table of Af values for the 1/3 octave

band used in the experimiet.

B. s ON OF BB= W ION

ihe original experiment was not set up for the putpose of investigating

babble dynamics within the tank, and the apparatus and general setup did

not lend themselves to the taking of precise, quantitative data in this area.

H•mver, the tubbie dynamics proved so interesting in itself that it was

decided to include a section describing, qualitatively, bubble effects, and

sre rough calculations of bubble size as related to trapping pressures.

ne bubble generation and trapping process was observed through the tank,

side illurinated against a black backcloth. This system provided excellent

contrast and good viewing.

A bubble's size was determined from its velocity of ascent through the

water by using Stokes' Law. Mvle assumption wa. made that the bubbles'

shapes remained spherical as they rose, and no attenpt was made to apply

empirical oerrections to Stokes' Law calculations, since these corrections

were small compared to the error in determining the bubble's position and

its tire of rise. The procedure used was to let the bubble field stabilize

for a few minutes, then to select a bubble, and by holding a ruler externally

against the tank, determine its ve-rtical position. Parallax errors ,ere

reduced to as &Tall a value as possible by eyrba3l. The sonA field was

then rapidly shut off; a stopwatch being stý'rted at the sate tine. The

bubble's tive of ascent to the surface was then determined, the velocity

thereby calculated, and Stokes' Law, in the following form, erployed to find

bubble rydius:

17
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p2  q,,9V) 8•2 (8)

where vjthe kinematic viscosity, = 0.0093 poise, appropriate for 230C

g = 980 a/Vsec

b= ubble velocity

R = bubble radius in an

A plot of R vs u is given in Figure 7 below.

125- SIES' IA. PREDICTION oQ c
BUBBLE SIZE VS VELOCITY
S 1 INEWIC VISOOSI'Y 0.0003 POISE

~120J

~110-

§105-

2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8'3.0 3.2 3.4 VaCT

C. CAWJIAtTI, OF Q

T[pical values for Q were calculated by tuning the frequency gneiwator

to get a relative reak in the carrier signal, then fine tuning it to locate

the -3 sB points. This prooedure is valid only as long as a single mode is

present over the range of frequencies in cuestion; tlat is, frcn the ý,:*-r



3 dB point to the higher 3 dB ponnt. Typical values for this frequency

spread ranged frcr, 50 Hlz to 250) Hz. Refer wo Table 1. Our previous cal-

culations, however, indicate, that at 30 Fliz, we should expect about 12

vibrational modes per 100 H•z bandspread. In attuality, although soe

modes were extremly close together, too close to permit a calculation Q,

there were nmrcus modes* which, to the eye, appeared to be the only

significant mode present over a bandspread of several hundred hertz, and

thus pennittod --ýaculating values for Q. It is not understood why so

many fo the theoretically possible model configurations are absent, or at

least, urmeasurable.

D. ASUMI4•E1 OF IfICN P •ERCE

Modulation percentage, as defined here, is the ratio of the nns fil-

tered modulation signal co the nms modulated carrier. The rms filtered

modulation voltage was msasured on the GR-1564 octave band analyzer, using

the all-pass band. During measurements of modulation percentage, the

hyd vhone was located at a position in the sound field where the carrier

was a relative maxinum.

E. iFSRWOF PRESSUR~E jvP-mnuW

The receivinqg hydrophone was calibrated by carzrarison with a laboratory

standard. 7he receiving signal, regardless of further p e• , was

given 40 dB of anglification. The actual receiving hydrqihone sensitivity

was 0.01 volt (rms) = 0.016 bar (rms). lowveer, all scales on the graphs

included herein represent actual miter readings, that is, with the addition

of 40 dBi aplification. 7herefore# uv have that 1.0 volt (rn)=0.016

bar (is).

-19



IV. M JIEMOM~L REM=LTV
A. ACOUSIIC 1-VE FIELD

The sound field, in spatial configuration, when probed along a line

parallel to one of the boundaries at frequencies above the low-frec=uency

cutoff, deonstrated the expected sinusoidal pattern. At relatively low

fr nies the mode shape came close to agreeing wit'i the theoretical

description of a pure mode. At higher frequencies however, the mode shape

appeared to be the sun of several modes of oscillation. Typical field

patterns are shown in Figure 8 and 9. These patterns were made at low

driving levels so that the effect of modulation noise was minimal. The

expected sinusoidal shape is evident, although the differing heights of

the various peaks indicate the presence of more than one mode in the tank.

Note also that at no node does the acoustic pressure -uplitude go to zero,

indicating that the walls of the tank are not true non-absorptive pressure

release boundaries.

An att;rpt was made to construct the (111) mode within the tank,

without success. The lo-est obtainable modal configuration was the (311)

mode, at a measured 5.3 Miz.

It is difficult to give representative values of Q. As the frequency

generator was swept over a range of frequencies from, say, 10fz through

40 RMz, with the receiving hydrophane placed at an arbitrary spot in the

tank, there were obscrved hundreds of stronger and weaker resonances. ?lny

of these resonances were so close to each other that the separation betuven

than vas less than the frequncy spread necessary to measure the -3 dB

points. Several resonances at various frequencies are tabulated in
tz

20
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Table 1 below. The three values at each freqyency correspond to

different positions in the tank. For a given vode, then, the values for

Q do not differ by rore than about 20%.

TABLE 1: RMrtesentative Values of Q

Freuey(MIHZ) Af Q

25.711 54 47469 372
60 429

27.050 120 226
105 258
136 198

30.207 163 197
170 178
191 158

31.271 130 240
132 254
144 218

32.543 102 319
115 282
121 269

In the theoretical calculations it was dutermined that there should

exirst about 12 possible mcdes within a 100 Hz band centered at 30 KHz. In

fact, only two or thre., are observable. Changing the positions of the

sending or receiving hydr~phenes 4id not increase the number of cbserqed

modes at a given frequency.

• ! B. W MDUATION SPEC"IM.M

Figure 6 shaews a typical output sigral, taken directly- from the

receiving hydrop ,ne# and given 40 dB airplification. -ere V. = 70 volts
in

(rms) which correspond..s to the axim.m driving levels used during the

experixent. Cavitation was severe and the babble fie3'I was stabilized. -4

23
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1he lw frequency modulation is apparent. Figure 10 shows a representa-

tive n.fiitered carrier frequency spectarn, with 40 dB of anplification.

Here we are also driving at a high level, and the modulation- percentage

is about 10%. The lwer hump in Figure 10 is a measure of the 60 Hz

noise interference in the output signal frcxf the anplifier, u.ile the

ipper h'mp is the carrier signal and its noise nmdulaticn products on

either side.

Measuremnts of the rodulation percentage indicate that at the maxi-

num driving levels used, the rmrdulation percentage was on the order of

8-12%. The filtered modulation signal corresponding to the unfiltered

signal in Figure 6 is shown in Figure 7. The vertical sensitivity of

the CRO has been increased to better delineate the signal. RIefererme to

tha horizontal sweep time rate indicated that a large xrount of the

signal's energy lies at very 1- frequencies (less than 10 Hz).

Typical noise nnxdulation spectra are sha•m in Figures 11, 12, and 13.

As can be seen, the spectrnm level in every case diminishes in magnitude

frorm the lar to tle higher frequencies. In no caze did th* armunt of

energy in the nmdulation zpectnzn ab;,e 80 Hz amrunt to as much as 1% of

the total energy in the rectified signal. One apparent discrepamcy evi-

dent in Figures 11, 12, u.14 13 is the fact that the total ene-rgy of any

signal measured was 2-3 dB greater than the swun of tha individ'al bands

added together. The only explanation offered is that this could be an

idiosyncrasy of the GR 1564 or might be a consistent error in data

recording, nanmly, a coaistmuit lower-tlan-actual reading of the dB meter.

SThis could amrunt to a considerable errn- in the suvmation of 17 bands,

"which was the nmiber 3sed. During measurcz-nt of these medulation spectra,

25
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the r•aimum carrier x= pressure aplitudes were typically in the order

of up to 0.04 bars. The percentage modulation was typically from 4% to

12% at positions of mainu carrier auplitude.

C. HMM DYlCS

As mentioned earlier, bubble trapping occurs at positions just above

either vertical nodes or antirsdes, depending on hetkhet the bubble reso•

nanoe frequecy is lower or higher than tee acxustic excitang field fre-

ency. 71e last frequency at ui-Ach trapping occured •as 5.8 MHz. At

this frequency, the vertical pressure aWplitude profile consisted of nodes

at the surface and bottmn of tha tank and an antinode in the middle. 72ms,

only bblea below resonance urz. trapped (just abohe an ar}inoce). At

sufficiently high driving levels, the bubbles began to grow (by rectified

diffusion) andl finally escaped to the surface. The tfim fran trapping to

final escape, at this frequency, was on the order of 15-30 seconds at the

highest driving levels used.

At the driving frequencies used for most of the study, that is, above

about 25 Mz, the vertical pressure pattern was no longer a single half-

wave, but several half-waves, thus permitting nodal as .-ll as anti-nodal

trapping. In fact, the highex the driviug frequency, the shorter the time

tine period a giver bubble uould3 stay --.all enoczh to be trapped in an

anti-nod6-f positiai. At frequenicies above 30 M, tlh ti'ea period between

observed bubble generation (due to cavitation) ana the jinip fran an anti-

| rodal to a =Ial trapped position u not .-.-re than several tenths of a

second and could not be quantitatively -easured with the xvailable equipment.

Bubbles tra * above their resanace frequency (that is, at nodal positions),

wre generally stable, and depending on tib driving voltage amplitude, uvuld

Lx•ntain their positions for several mi;nutes at a tkre.
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7a r number of trapped bubbles in the tank at a givers , , ,

dent upon the driving frequency, drriving voltage avjr.-itucde* an h ln

of tim the field had been activatec. At an estimate, the nwrer varied

between 15 and 50 bubbles. Generally, there seeed to be no pref-rred

"nodal or antinodal positions, and the trappin process i ocued fairly ami-

fomlyt-ro ut the tank. Quantitatively, the all-pass noise modu ,ati

signal was measured for several different frequncies and driving levels,

as a function of receiving probe position. Under no czrbinaticn of driving

frequency and aiplitxare did the variation within the tank exoeed 2 dB.

Given a trapped bubble at a fixed frcqiency, the increase in its motion

at higher driving levels wnas quite marked. At lower levels,, the t--dped

bubbles were almost stationary, merely wnergoing small excursions about an

equilibrium position. As the driving voltage was increased, the motion

becam more violent, folloing an ellips-idal path. At the highest driving

levels obtainable, the bubble motion amoumted to excursions of as much as

a centimeter (estimated by eye). At these levels, the acoustic pressure

anplitucle amoted to on the order of 0.15 bar (zms).

D. ?MSWM2 BUBMlE SIZES

Bh*ble sizes calcalated through application of Stces' Law revealed that

t he smAlest measured, trapped b;Lble had a radius of 85 microns, in an

exciting field of 30.744 MRz. Resonance size at this freqency was 104

micrcms. 7hus, at a given frequency, there was a large variation in bubble

size on each side of r,-.onance-
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V.

1. Dutbles traped in a stationary acoustic field cause scattering of

aostic ereV and can amplitude mrodulate the enscuifying acoustic field.

2. ubbles can be trapped below and above rescance, near ari l-ndes

and mdes of tbe standing wave field, respe-tively.

3. Carrier sigal pressure anplitumes of about 0.07 bar (rnm) produced

severe bubble moticn.
S4. At pressure auqplit ranging up to about .04 bar (r•s), the

amplituide Vniaticn percentage was about 8-12% Uten bubbles Uer Present.

5. For the frequemcies and pressures d0lsfvc, the m alation spectra

levels due to the scattered noise decreased with in esixq freq ,cy -

with sl•'s that ranged from 3.2 dB to 5.4 dB per octave. over a range

of freque.cies from 2.5 Hz to 100 HIz.
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